
Dear Manzelli,

We are an Education and High Tech Center in Adana and _stanbul. We are preparing new
economy projects thru Turkey and other countries. We prepared an Internet project called
Orhun for Internet 3 actions. But we understood that this level was high and not clear.  We
checked your Mental Change project. We believe that we have serious effects to improve your
project cycle.
Our inner projects are interested in Internet phase 3. But we accept that environment is not
available for Internet 3 operations. So we decided to help Internet 1/2 phase projects. We
think that we can improve your ideals and perspectives. We’ll help your actions for
knowledge society to enhance quality of life depend on your request.
Firstly, we are model maker. We want to develop education model for K12 and Knowledge
Economy called Ayfer GOK. Now we are preparing education model for Arizona/USA and
Turkey K12 schools. We want to extend this K12 model for European schools. We started to
implement Ayfer GOK K12 model. But we see that if we integrate this model, we can have
new perspectives and knowledge and culture and ideas.

Ayfer GOK Education Model

We know that European project is called Socrates. This is very effective action to start new
experience and feedback thru EU. But we believe that this is not including effective model to
understand knowledge economy and also Orhun. So we decided to develop and implement
shadow based model called Ayfer GOK.  We have some deep points like direct truth or styles
for education systems. We are also preparing models to see know-how time and material
effects and human based revolutions for alternative systems for power based synergy. We can
see a lot of apple in same location or have a lot of hands to eat a lot of apple in same time.

Deep Analysis in Shadowed Environments

We are coach and leaders for new economy knowledge economy and Orhun. But we need to
expand and to increase community and citizen culture for inter relations. But we have only
undefined mumble data sources to communicate each other. But we want to increase
production quality and quality of life. We need new layers in education model to cover any
action and proposals. We design shadowed layers to stop break points. Shadow layers are
protected levels and also one way to pump elements sets and also factors with effects.
Analyze style is very important for what and why operations. We can reach same know how
from different perspectives styles “look & feel” structures.

Rules

Models are interested in definite logical actions. But we must expand this for sign and covers
thru windows and gates to keep layers in our life cycles. Problem and also paradox is here.
Can we develop solution and problem sub sets in same cycle? We are same perspectives to
analyze inner projects. We can define new syntax to cover logical operations for new actions.
On the side, we can advice some relations and attributes for continues event sub sets. We can
manage hyper pipes and conversation bridges to catch feeling and behaviors.  Catch and
bridge techniques includes sub terminals to go our inner life and to speak everything inner
time sections. Time sections are relative and interested in material effects in our world.

Model Definition



We are manager and key maker for any phase-events.  We must define elements and sets for
every sub events. We cover elements and relations for public actions. I mean, we can only
understand material and time special actions and also rivers on road map in civilization thru
inner cycle like self motivated book based cultures and sub sets are including roads telling
policy and rotating from base degree to dream degree like feeling seeing speaking reading
thinking. Also we must real degree to go from one to one inter relations like coaching and
leaders multi life multi location and speed free structure that is sub thought such as life and
mind and spending energy effort to obtain experience.

Availability
Every element and theorem includes sub margin to understand why and who definition. But
today’s tech includes new perspectives to define new rules and elements over the time. So we
can understand new rules and catch point inner section thru project implementation cycle.

Explanations about Project Orhun

We are self project called Orhun for inner cycle. We saw that your M-Change has similar
effects for community and government. We can define some rules and points and different
perspectives operational aspects and behaviors. We are same ideal to improve quality of life.
But we can manage same rules and actions for ant time or bee time. Paradox is here.  We can
have deep analysis or global perspectives. We can suggest different cultures. We can have
migration plans for any time and sections. We are same geographic area and EU. So we can
work together and develop strategies for same projects. We offer to work in same projects, to
study in project goals. We are ready to pump our perspectives and synergy your M-Change
project to enhance and to understand Orhun Epic. Now we are preparing migration plans for
New Economy and M-Change rapidly. We are preparing converter center and convert models
and also road maps to integrate from your efforts to our inner cycle. Problem solution is brain
and fundamental cultures to reach enhance section or life style. Maybe you’re interested in
our migration plan or supply chain or not. We’re insisting on to do it. If you help us, we’ll be
glad. Maybe, you’ll spend 15 years to have tech implementation to earn money. But we are
earning money in our inner cycle.

Preparing Models

Models are case sensitive and tell perspectives and goals. We are hard rules to define anything
or events with together. We can suggest some standup points to define hardly. Hard direct and
including some objects are real environment to understand what we’ll do. We have samples
and know how for science, wisdom, strength. Computer science and Internet is human based
converter from wisdom to strength. So we can define every model for digital environment
easily. Problem is material and time effects on wisdom. But this is not problem to understand
models and channels on road map. Hint, past eternity and eternal are continues movement
points to see action and life time periods and effects for natural environment includes human
age signs words birds etc.

Maybe, you think that this writing is not clear, but we tried to show our inner cycle to inform
about our culture and life style.


